





   





Abstract

This article deals with comparison between two  authentic 
interpretations of Quran Kareem: i.e. " Al- jamie le Ahkam-e-Quran"
widely known as "Tafseer-ul-Qurtabi", and "Mafat-e-Hulghib" famous
as "Al-Tafseer-ul-Kabeer". Both have acquired remarkable,
distinguishing and prominent place, hence considered among the most
reliable and authentic sources of Quranic interpretation throughout the
Islamic history. The basic difference between the two is that the first one
is deemed as a narrative exegesis (interpretation), while the later one is
considered as an intellectual and rational interpretation as it is mainly
concerned with rational sciences, logical arguments and scientif ic
proofs. This difference of nature and scopes causes ups and downs in
variety, quantity and quality of topics dealt with, through reflection of
main focus as per requirements of their nature.                                          
Although, there exist many other authentic interpretations too, like
"Tafseer Ibn-e-Kathir", but opting these two for comparative study is
based on some reasons. The foremost of these reasons is wide range of
sciences and various branches of knowledge dealt with therein.               
This wide range of topics is supported by several arguments proved on
scientific and intellectual basis as well as authentic proofs. They deal
with almost all Quranic sciences as well. As concerned with the
teachings of Islam, we may note that both have dealt with almost all
Islamic directions, instructions and prohibitions for humanity, starting
from individual doctrines and worships, and reaching to collective
contacts and social relations.                                                                       
Despite consisting on several contemporary sciences, they impressively
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reflect the most glorious feature of never leaving the Shariah arguments
aside for the sake of modernism. Hence, both present a glowing role
model for those so-called modern exegetes who intentionally or
unknowingly try to amend Islam instead of defending it, overwhelmed by
western thoughts.Following is the biography of their exegetes,
characteristics of these two interpretations, and comparative study that
consists on similar and distinguishing features.                                         
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